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1. Match the abbreviations and their meanings.

А) 1. and so on, 2. because, 3.television, 4 advertisement, 5. for example 

B) 1.advertisement, 2.for example, 3.television, 4.and so on, 5.because 

C) 1. because, 2. for example, 3.television, 4.and so on, 5. advertisement 

D) 1. television, 2. for example, 3. advertisement, 4.and so on, 5.because 

2. Match the pairs of synonyms.

1. destroy a. decide

2. awful b. litter

3. make up one’s mind c. chance

4. rubbish d. terrible

5. opportunity e. break

6. make money f. earn

А) 1e,2d,3a,4b,5c,6f B) 1d,2e,3a,4b,5c,6f

C) 1c,2d,3a,4b,5e,6f D) 1e,2d,3b,4a,5c,6f

3. Read the information below and answer how many people it would take to stretch

from pole to pole. 

А) 12,5 million B) 12,500 C) 125,000 D) 125 million
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4. Choose the correct combination of articles to complete the following sentences.

А) 1.a)The, b)-, c)the, d)-,  2.a)-,b)a, c)-, d)The, e)-, f)the,  3.a)-, b)-, c)the, d)-, e)the, f)the 

B) 1.a)The, b)the, c)-, d)the,  2.a)-,b)a, c)The, d)The, e)-, f)the,  3.a)the, b)-, c)the,  

d)-, e)a, f)- 

C) 1.a)-, b)the, c)the, d)-,  2.a)-,b)a, c)-, d)-, e)The, f)the,  3.a)the, b)-, c)the, d)-, e)a, f)a 

D) 1.a)The, b)-, c)the, d)the,  2.a)-,b)a, c)-, d)The, e)-, f)the,  3.a)the, b)-, c)the, d)-, e)a, f)the 

5. Find a mistake in one of the underlined words.

They did fun of him because he was wearing a strange suit. 

1   2 3   4 

А) 1 B) 2 C) 3 D) 4

6. Match the sentences in Direct Speech with their equivalents in Reported Speech.

А) 1c, 2e, 3d, 4b, 5h, 6f, 7a, 8g B) 1e, 2c, 3b, 4d, 5h, 6f, 7g, 8a

C) 1c, 2e, 3g, 4b, 5f, 6h, 7a, 8d D) 1f, 2e, 3d, 4b, 5h, 6c, 7a, 8g
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7. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct infinitive form or –ing form. Choose the

correct combination of forms. 

А) 1.to taking part, 2.to learn, 3.playing, 4. to try, 5.being, 6.exercising, 7.to find, 8.practise, 

9.becoming

B) 1.to take part, 2.learn, 3.to play, 4. to try, 5. to be, 6. to exercising, 7.to find, 8.practising, 

9.become

C) 1.taking part, 2.to learn, 3.to play, 4. to try, 5.being, 6.exercising, 7.to find, 8.practising, 

9.become

D) 1.take part, 2.to learn, 3.play, 4. to try, 5.being, 6.exercising, 7.finding, 8. to practise, 9.to 

become 

8. Complete the sentences with the correct tense forms.

1. If you like/will like our destinations, you love/will love our prices.

2. If Sarah lived/lives near me, we would see/saw each other more often.

3. If he were/was here, he would help/will help us to solve the problem.

4. If he didn’t arrived/hadn’t arrived late, he wouldn’t have missed/would have missed the

lecture. 

5. If you behave/would behave yourself, Dad takes/will take you to the park.

А) 1.will like, love, 2. lived, would see, 3. were, would help, 4. hadn’t arrived, would have missed, 5. 

behave, takes 

B) 1.like, will love, 2. lived, would see, 3. were, would help, 4. hadn’t arrived, wouldn’t have missed, 5. 

behave, will take 

C) 1.like, love, 2. lives, would see, 3. was, would help, 4. hadn’t arrived, wouldn’t have missed, 5. behave, 

will take 

D) 1.like, will love, 2. lived, would see, 3. were, will help, 4. didn’t arrived, wouldn’t have missed, 5. would 

behave, will take 
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9. Complete the sentences with the given Tense forms of the verb.

1. She _____ that article for three hours already. a) will translate

2. The pupils ____ the words from English into Russian

 at the lesson yesterday. b) translate

3. Lucy ___ already ____ the text when John came in. c) was translating

4. You never ____ your promises into actions! d) translated

5. Look! That man ____ something for the tourists. e) has been translating

6. While Steve was trying to turn on their new TV set, Nora

____ the manual (инструкция). f) has translated

7. Mrs Jones ___ just ____ a letter for her boss. g) is translating

8. Mike ____ some information for me tomorrow. h) had translated

А) 1e, 2d, 3h, 4b, 5g, 6c, 7f, 8a B) 1c, 2b, 3d, 4b, 5g, 6e, 7a, 8f

C) 1e, 2d, 3h, 4b, 5a, 6c, 7f, 8g D) 1g, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5e, 6c, 7f, 8d

10. Put in the jumbled words and guess the main word.

А) ambition B) bullying C) internet D) teenager


